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Introduction
Many thanks for your interest in this software. It has been designed to expand the capabilities of your
STUDIO ELECTRONICS ATC / ATC-X, and improve your creativity by providing extra features not
standard on your synth.

No firmware update of your synth is needed to run this software.
This software can manage either the ATC or the ATC-X quad system synthesizer. ATCeditor gives you
full MIDI control of your instrument. This software comes as a standalone app and a plugin, available
for Windows and Mac platforms. In this manual, you will find all instructions on how to use them.
Please note that ATCeditor does not generate sound, but only addresses MIDI & SysEx data.
Why a standalone app and a plugin?
These two pieces of software have complementary roles:
•
•

the standalone app is designed to ease sound design and library management, providing full
support of MIDI CC and sysex, this allow to cover full functionality of the ATC.
the plugin is designed to ease the use of the synth in your audio projects with your preferred
DAW. Only MIDI CC are supported with the plugin.

We wish you lots of fun with ATCeditor and hope this will allow you to rediscover all the wealth of this
synth.
In case you need support about this software, email software-support@studioelectronics.com.
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Installation of the software
Proceed with the installation package corresponding to your platform. The package installs all
components at once (standalone and plugin). Once the installation completed, refer to detailed
instructions in sections I of this manual to know how to configure the software and get started.
For full functionality and support, unlock the software by sending your product ID to softwaresupport@studioelectronics.com (see in this manual § III.7 to know how to get your product ID).
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Main features
STANDALONE APPLICATION:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

4 user interfaces are available:
o the black ATC
o the blue ATC-X
o the orange ATC-X
o the white ATC-Xi
Clicking the display allows to switch between the patch view and the bank view.
It is possible to classify patch sounds into 15 different categories and to browse banks with a filter
for a selected category.
Four additional hard drive patch banks are available.
Patches can be exported / imported as sysex files.
A MIDI clock generator is included and automatically starts and stops depending on the current
patch parameters.
A ‘tone wizard’ function is included to ease sound creation (see § III.8 for details).

PLUGIN:
•
•
•

•

The plugin is available as 64bits VSTi and Audio Unit for Mac, 32 & 64 bits VSTi for Windows.
The plugin automatically adopts the UI chosen for the standalone app.
You can reset* your plugin to its original state at any time. This will resend patch/bank selection
and parameters' tweaks corresponding to the initial state of the plugin when your DAW project
was loaded.
MIDI CC assigned to sound parameters using the MIDI learn feature of the standalone app are
implemented with the plugin.

(*) except for Ableton Live.
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I - First thing to do following installation
I.1 MIDI port configuration
Launch the standalone app. You will get a blinking “SOUND MODULE NOT CONNECTED” in the title bar.
This alert is raised each time MIDI connections are not properly set up between the standalone app
and your synth (bidirectional dialog is required). In this case, click the “STUDIO ELECTRONICS” label at
the top left of the UI and follow the steps below.

click this label

blinking title…

choose in the list, the MIDI port
receiving data from your synth
choose in the list, the MIDI port
receiving data from your keyboard

choose in the list, the MIDI port
sending data to your synth

If any, choose in the list, the MIDI port
receiving data from a control surface

Choose your synth model, size of
interface, MIDI channel, …
Set this parameter to ‘No’ to
disable the MIDI clock generator
click this button to
complete the
configuration
Keep in mind that, as long as this view remains opened, MIDI interactions are frozen
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About the ‘auto switch bank’ and ‘always display’ parameters:
•

By default, the ‘auto switch bank’ parameter is set to ‘No’. This means that by using the
QKnob, once the end of the current bank reached (the ATC holds 4 banks of 128 patches each),
the patch loops to the first patch of the current bank. If set to ‘Yes’, the behavior of the Qknob
is the same than the real one and goes from patch 1 to patch 512 continuously.

•

By default, the parameter ‘always display’ is set to ‘Yes’. This
means that each parameter on the front panel is displayed
with a small tool like the one depicted to the right, showing
the value of each parameter.

•

If this parameter is set to ‘no’, you have to click onto the
parameter to see its value.

Once your MIDI configuration is completed, do a quick test to ensure all is ready to work:
•
•

click the virtual Qknob, this should change the patch selection of the synth,
if you have defined a MIDI port for a keyboard, play your keyboard.

If successful with these tests, you are ready to feed the software with your synth data.
I.2 Software authorization

With a right click on the label at the top right of the synth,
a specific menu option is proposed if the software is not
yet authorized.

Several conditions must be satisfied to make this option valid. Your software is not yet authorized.
Your synth is MIDI connected (IN and OUT). You must upload the first bank to the software. If you just
upload the first bank to the software, you might close and re-open the software to make this option
valid.
When selecting this option, you are prompted with a message box where you can PASTE the activation
key.

Copy your activation key using the usual keyboard command. Once done, the green strap vanish, your
software is authorized.
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II - Feed the software with your synth data
Few minutes are needed to perform all the operations allowing retrieving all the banks of your synth
down to the software. These operations can be completed solely by the standalone app, not the
plugin.
Proceed as follow:
•

right click in the display area and choose in the contextual menu option “receive bank”,

•

you are prompted with the below message asking to confirm or to cancel the operation.

•
•

change to the next bank and perform again the receive bank menu selection.
repeat the operations for each bank of your synth.

Now that you have downloaded all the banks into the software, your synth is now under your
computer’s control. All operations can be performed from the software (except changing the MIDI
channel).
Both the software and the front panel of the synth can be used at the same time, as long as operations
performed on the front panel of the synth are done using controllers that are sending MIDI CC. See
below illustration showing which of the controls on the front panel are sending MIDI CC.
In order to ensure that the
software and the synth
always remain in sync, ensure
you always use the controls of
the synth's front panel that
are sending MIDI CC (see
picture).
Take care to never change the
bank or patch position using
the front panel of your synth.
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III – Using the standalone app
III.1 – Sound edition
ATCeditor provides an intuitive GUI (Graphical User Interface) enabling immediate access to all synth
parameters, eases banks' exploration, and vastly simplifies the process of sound edition.
To edit a sound parameter value, move your mouse over the desired parameter, click and drag
(upward or downward) or use the mouse wheel to increase/decrease the value. No need to tweak the
QKnob like on the real synth. The QKnob is solely useful to change the patch position in the current
bank.
To get to the whole set of parameters, use the virtual extended panel.
Press the space bar
of your computer’s
keyboard to open
the extended panel.
This panel lets you
review all sound
parameters at a
glance. Press the
space bar again bar
to
hide
the
extended panel.

To switch from
Sound Parameters
view
to
Bank
Explorer view, click
in the display.
Click the Qknob (or
click and drag) to
change the current
position in the
bank. Alternatively,
you can click the
desired position in
the list displayed in
the extended panel.

click in the display to toggle
between the bank view and
the sound parameters view

In the bank list view, by default, the filter is displayed in front of each path number (ATC-X
functionality only). By pressing the Alt key to the left of the space bar, the sound category assigned (if
any) to the patch is displayed.
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Except when specified, you can use the direction arrows of your computer's keyboard to browse the
current bank. The patch selection on the synth is set accordingly in real time. Page-down-key switches
current bank to next bank (page-up-key switches to previous bank).
In the extended panel, you can edit any of the parameters displayed.

In the view above, pay attention to the small graphic artifacts to the left of each parameter (a white
dot or a red dot) and in some cases, to the right of the parameter (a triangle).
Parameters with red dot to the left are those with MIDI CC
assigned by default. Right click on the red dot and explore the
contextual menu.
When the dot is white, it means that no MIDI CC is assigned to
this parameter. You can assign one very easily. Open the
contextual menu with a right click on the white dot and select
learn option. Then, tweak any MIDI controller. From now on,
the value of the parameter will vary accordingly with the MIDI
controller action.
You can assign the same MIDI controller to several parameters.
The triangle to the right of a parameter means that a list of
values is available. Click the triangle to open the list and choose
the desired value.

The software remains synced with the synth in real time by the mean of MIDI CC and sysex messages.
All edits are captured and replicated to the synth, several times by second. You can perform edits
while playing and listening to the result.
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III.2 - Stacked fields
You might observe, when raising your mouse pointer over certain fields in the extended panel that 2
fields are highlighted (like below).

This is the case for all the fields that are stacked on the front panel:
•
•
•
•
•
•

lfo2 wave and lfo1 wave
rmod and xmod
osc2 fine and osc2 freq
PWM1 and osc1 square
PWM2 and osc2 square
release 3 and decay 3

When working with the front panel, if you press the left or the right shift-key, this shows out the
stacked fields so you can interact when them. When you want to modify a value of a stacked field, use
preferably the mouse wheel.
When working with the extended panel, even if 2 fields are highlighted, only the one you are pointing
at will be modified.
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III.3 - About the MIDI clock generator
This software implements a MIDI clock generator. Depending on the current settings for lfo2, the clock
automatically starts and stops. If the SYNC value is different from ‘OFF’, the MIDI clock is automatically
triggered and the bpm parameter is displayed (default value is 100).

The MIDI clock bpm varies automatically according to the lfo2 settings. It means that, in addition to
automatically start and stop depending on the patch parameters, the clock tempo automatically adopt
the bpm defined for the current patch. MIDI clock tempo can vary from 30 to 278 bpm. Keep in mind
that as long as the lfo2 is synced to the MIDI clock, modifying the rate of the lfo2 has is disabled.
If you are using a MIDI controller sending MIDI clock signal (ex : ARTURIA BeatStep), it is strongly
recommended to disable the internal MIDI clock generator of the software (see section I - global
setting view).
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III.4 – Comparison function
Your synth data are managed in 2 layers called edited and programmed layer. It’s always possible to
compare the edited patch data with its un-edited corresponding version.
As soon as you edit a patch, the compare button gets blinking (on the UI of the software, not on the
front panel of your synth). Press the compare button and you will then hear the un-edited originally
saved patch. Press it to get back to the edited patch.
No risk to lose edits. If you move to another position in the bank then be back, you will retrieve your
sound with all the edits. Nothing is lost.

The memory of your
synth is in sync with
the “edited layer”,
except when using
the compare button
and solely for the
current patch (or
multi).
main principles of the multi-layered concept
When using the compare button, the current patch is updated with the "programmed" layer. In the
extended panel, the modified parameters are blinking, letting you know which parameters were
touched and their initial values.

here are the initial values of
the modified parameters

MIDI clock bpm is not managed in 2 different layers. The compare feature is not applicable for it.

Keep in mind that when session is closed, the memory of your synth reflects the edited layer.
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III.5 – Working with banks
This software allows to copy, paste, move and to do lots of other things in an easy way.
These features are available with a contextual menu displayed with a right click on the display as
depicted below (menu available as well with a right click on the background of the extended panel).

Options greyed in the contextual menu, are available depending on the context
Option
select bank

copy

description
When moving your mouse over this menu option, a submenu is opened which
lets you choose one of the 8 available banks (see next paragraph to know more
about the 4 hard drive banks available in addition to the 4 internal banks of your
synth).
With this option you are preparing to copy a patch in another position in the
same bank or in another bank. To complete the operation, use paste or swap
options.

paste

This option allows pasting (duplicate) the patch (or multi) previously copied to the
current position.

swap

This option moves the previously copied patch to the current position and vice
versa.

tone wizard

Select this option to start the tone wizard operations (see § III.8 to know more on
how to proceed with the tone wizard functionality).

recover

Erase all edits (allow to recover the original patch).

save …

This option allows saving your edits in the same position or in another position in
the same bank or in another bank.

receive bank

save sysex

When selecting this option, you are about to initialize the current software bank
with the corresponding bank of the synth. Follow the instructions displayed. Be
aware that when completed, it is not possible to revert this operation.
When selecting this option, the current bank is exported as a sysex file with 2
additional files (.xys and .txt) respectively containing the additional information
related to sound categories and MIDI clock bpm and a text file with the names of
each entry of the exported bank. At the end of the export operation, you have
the possibility to locate the file created in the Mac finder or the Windows
explorer.
If you press Left shift on your computer’s keyboard when selecting this menu,
instead of exporting the current bank, you open (in OSX finder or Win explorer)
the folder used for sysex import/export operations.
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Option

load sysex

description
When selecting this option, a sub-menu is displayed where you can choose one of
the available sysex file. When the file name is prefixed with a ‘*’, it means that
additional data referring to sound categories and MIDI clock bpm are available for
the file and will be loaded as well.
If no file is found in the folder used for import/export, this menu option is
disabled.

One additional feature is available solely from the bank list view in the extended panel. You can click
the number of a patch, drag and drop it inside the page in another position. This is a convenient way to
swap 2 positions in a bank.
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III.6 - Hard drive banks
ATCeditor provides extended memory capabilities by allowing working with 4 additional patch banks
managed on the hard drive of the computer. This means that with this software, you can work with 8
patch banks in total.
These 4 hard drive banks are pre filled with the "Analog Tone Chameleon X Model" factory patches.
These 4 supplementary banks are available once the internal synth’s banks dumped to the software,
not before.

You can work with these 4 hard drive banks the same way than the other banks with one noticeable
difference. As HDD banks are not stored into your synth's memory, when software session is closed no
trace of HDD banks remains in your synth.
If you want to switch banks between hard drive and synth’s memory, use the ‘save/load sysex” menu
option.
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III.7 - Few things more to be aware of
To end a session, use the close button of the window up right. You are prompted to confirm before
exiting. All settings and all edits are saved for the 8 banks at exit.

Next time you will launch again the software, the window will reopen exactly where you were at
closure time. In case your synth programming has been modified outside control of the software, you
can re-import the modified bank, but settings related to MIDI bpm will be lost.
Good to know: if you try to end a session during tone wizard operation, you will be prompted to end
the tone wizard.
With a right click on the label at the top right of the
synth, the following menu options are proposed:
• about: tells you which version you are running.
• all notes off: sends ALL NOTES OFF message to the
synth.
• online help: opens in your browser the product’s
web page where to find help.
• product id: displays your product id (required to get
your product key and unlock all the functionalities).
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III.8 – Tone wizard
The tone wizard is a tool enabling to create sounds in an original way. This tool provides very exciting
results in an easy way, most of the time, simply by using the mod wheel (or the Qknob) and the TAB
key of your computer’s keyboard.
To start the tone wizard, choose the menu option ‘start wizard’. As long as you are playing with the
tone wizard, you get a blinking display showing alternatively “W.Z.D” and the patch number.
To end the tone wizard, right click in the display and choose the menu option ‘stop wizard’. You will be
prompted to decide if you want to keep the last result or to set back your synth to the initial state.
By pressing the TAB key on your computer’s keyboard, you restart the tone wizard engine by
generating a new sound.
By moving the mod wheel (or the QKnob) you sweep the sound parameters and generate lots of sound
flavour.
At any time, you can set a sound parameter to your own value. As soon as you manually set a value for
a parameter, the tone wizard engine keeps it untouched, and displays it in a specific color.

You can release a manually touched parameter and have it back under the tone wizard engine control.
For that, set it to its max value and then to its min value. This done, the tone wizard engine will regain
control on it, and will not anymore display it in a specific color.
During tone wizard operations, if you are happy with what you hear, you can save the current patch
using the usual ‘save’ feature.
If you want to use the mod wheel for modulation purpose and not as main tone wizard command,
press the space bar on your computer’s keyboard. A blinking “-.X.-“ appears in the display. You have
frozen the tone wizard process. To be able to use the mod wheel for the tone wizard purpose, press
again the spacebar.
Take time to experience the tone wizard, it worth it.
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IV – ATC compared to ATC-X model
This software can manage 2 different models of synth: the ATC and the ATC-X Quad filter system.
The differences between these 2 models are depicted below:
•
•
•

The ATC model don’t have filter selector
As no distortion module is implemented in the ATC model, there is no ‘noise/dist’ selector
No ‘ring mod’ is implemented in the ATC model
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V – Using the plugin
Complete the instructions detailed in sections I of this manual before using the plugin.
Here are the main features of the plugin:
• it allows patch and bank selection without the need to have hands on the front panel of your synth,
• it exposes to automations all synth's controls accepting MIDI CC (see picture page 7),
• the state of the plugin is memorized with your audio project so that next time you will open it, you
will be automatically positioned on the patch bank and any change made with parameters available
on the front panel resent to the synth.
• compared to the standalone app, you might observe few changes on the front panel of the plugin
(see below). These changes have been implemented in order to provide easy access to sound
parameters accepting MIDI CC changes.
The first time you include the plugin in a track of your audio project, the display is empty like below
(no patch number displayed).

Use the QKnob to select the patch you want (change bank if needed) and then play notes on your MIDI
keyboard, this will sync your host with your synth.
When opening an audio project embedding the plugin, the behavior of the plugin at start-up may
slightly vary from one host to another. For some hosts, the plugin syncs the host and the synth
immediately (ex : Reaper), but more often, you need to play several notes on your MIDI keyboard.
In case your synth module was not ready (or the MIDI out settings in your DAW, not yet configured),
click the label ‘quad filter system’ at the top right of the plugin, this will send again all the MIDI data to
configure properly your synth (except for Ableton Live). You can do this at any time.
Here are things to be aware of about the plugin in comparison to the standalone app:
• the plugin does not provide a virtual extended panel allowing to fully review the sound parameters
or the bank catalog,
• the plugin does not deal with sysex message and allows only to tweak sound parameters accepting
MIDI CC,
• the plugin does not allow to select hard drive banks.
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